
An SDLC for Sugar

It's July 5th, 2010 in New York City at The Robin Hood Foundation. I'm getting off the train, ready to stop in for an injection of caffeine 
before tackling the day's tasks. Having been underground for a while, I pull out my cellphone to check for any new or urgent 
messages. A flurry of increasingly urgent messages have suddenly appeared in my inbox and all thoughts of my morning latte flee as 
I hurry to the office to fix whatever disaster has befallen our beloved SugarCRM installation. 

We've all been here before. It's par for the course now and then when you work in IT. But we all hate it too. At Robin Hood, we hated 
it so much that we decided to take a good look at what we were doing and try to find ways to make our SugarCRM system a more 
stable, reliable platform for our organization. Robin Hood uses Sugar in a somewhat non-standard way – it's a CRM system for us, to 
be sure, but it's also a grantee management system, a board recruiting tool, and a project management portal for our grant officers. 
Robin Hood has taken one of the best features of Sugar – its openness and its customizability – and made it into an application for 
enterprise-level NGO management. But those same characteristics – flexiabilty, customizability – had made our system vulnerable to 
bugs and unpredictable fits of tantrum. It was time to get a handle on our precious but wayward child and teach it some best 
practices.

For Robin Hood, taming Sugar wasn't just about implementing version control and setting up a more robust development lifecycle. It 
was also about changing some of the practices we had initially engaged in with our business users. To begin with we did all of the 
following:

• Buy-in: Identified our smartest, most invested users – people who had been instrumental in the deployment of Sugar at RHF 
from the beginning – and presented a “state of the system” to them explaining why it was important to make some changes to 
our existing practices

• Locked down Admin: Prior to the middle of last year, a number of business users retained admin rights on the system and 
could make significant changes to Production that often impacted custom code in unexpected ways. We ended this practice.

• Change Freeze: We did our research first, then imposed a lock down on non-data related changes while we got our house in 
order.

This was hard to make happen – lots of people didn't like it. But while we fought that battle, we worked behind the scenes to bring 
Sugar under version control. Early on we realized that there wasn't a clear consensus on the best way to do this. Moreover, because 
changes made in Studio often impact both the filesystem and the database, version control with GIT or SVN wasn't going to be 
enough. We'd have to find a way to manage changes to our database as well. The following is a 7 step play-by-play of what we did 
and why we did it. 



What Why

1 Set up an environment that contains a Development server, a QA 
server and some sandboxes

We had a production server and a test server when we started, but 
no way for developers to work on changes simultaneously without 
risking interference with one another. We also wanted to provide an 
environment (QA) for business users to test in without making it so 
that we couldn't continue to work while testing was going on. 

How:

Illustration 1: Four sandboxes, 1 Dev machine, 1 QA and Production. Original idea was to keep  
databases hosted at Rackspace, where Prod, QA and Dev machines all reside. Sandboxes then 
connect to db and cache/upload directories remotely, creating better data security than would 
otherwise be available if copies of the database and documents directories reside on local developer  
machines. 



What Why

2 Choose GIT for Version Control We liked GIT for its decentralized model. We knew there might be 
several developers working on changes in their own environments 
and we wanted them to be able to commit and track their changes 
without needing to do so in the central repository all of the time. We 
also thought using GIT was cool. 

One downside to GIT is that some developer resources aren't 
familiar with it and the GUI clients available on Windows for GIT are 
still fairly thin. So choosing GIT has meant that we've needed to 
invest some time into training and educating our partners.

What Why

3 Set up a central repository. The first step with applying version control to Sugar is to decide 
where your code is going to reside and then initiate a repository in 
that space. We chose to treat our Production server as our initial 
repository. 

How:
1. Install GIT on the Production server

2. Tell GIT where you want your repository to reside (cd /sugar/docroot; git init)

3. Tell GIT which files and directory to ignore (.gitignore and git rm, git rm-r –cached). (Note: We ignore all log files, 

the cache directory, and the company_logo image – it can be fun to have different logos reminding you that you are in 
different environments.)

4. Add your files to the repository (git add)

5. Do an initial commit of your files (git commit)

What Why

4 Design a branching structure to support multiple developers. We discovered that it matters quite a bit how you set up your 
repository and branching structure. Some set ups are more or less 
confusing, maintainable than others. We ultimately opted to initialize 
our code repository on Production, then clone it to our Development 
server. The Development server clone is called “Master” and we 
create independent branches of Master for each developer who 
works on the system. Developers clone their own branch remotely 
in order to set up a sandbox.



How:

Illustration 2: The “Master” repository resides on the 
Development server (sugardev). It is a clone of the initial  
repository residing on Production. Each  developer creates  
his or her own branch of Master, which is in turn remotely  
cloned to a sandbox environment where the bulk of  
development takes place.

Creating Your Branches and Clones:

1. On SUGARDEV, create the branch (git branch 

<name_of_branch>)

2. Checkout the branch (git checkout 

<name_of_branch>)

3. … or create and checkout the branch at the same 

time! (git checkout –b <name_of_branch>)

4. On your local sandbox environment, make sure the 
destination has the required supporting software 
(e.g., Apache, MySQL, PHP)

5. Make sure you either have a) a copy of the Sugar 
database at the destination or b) can configure 
Sugar to connect remotely to a database at the 
host.

6. Create an empty docroot your webserver can use.

7. Chose a protocol for cloning. This will depend on 
what sorts of connections SUGARDEV will accept. 
At RHF, we use ssh.

8. Clone your branch (git clone ssh://username@host/path/to/remote/repository /path/to/local/docroot 

--branch <name_of_branch>)

9. Since there are several important files that are ignored by GIT (config.php, for example), at RHF, we keep generic copies of 



these files for use with rebuilding sandboxes. We also created a quick shell script that will move these files over to the docroot 
post-cloning, re-permission them and remove them as needed from the git cache.

10. Reestablish appropriate file system permissions

What Why

5 Define A Workflow for Developers When a Developer makes changes in his or her sandbox, how do 
these changes get deployed up to the Development machine, QA, 
and ultimately Production?

How:

A Basic Workflow for Developers:

1. Make changes in your sandbox. This is the area shown in blue, representing a clone of the branch you own in SUGARDEV. 
You can use Studio to make changes here if you want to (though you have to track changes to the database if you do – see 
more on this later. Studio-based changes are not allowed anywhere else in the lifecycle.

2. Test your changes in the sandbox. 

3. See what files have been modified (git status)

4. Stage all modified files (git add –u)

5. Commit all staged files (git commit –a) 

6. Push/merge changes committed locally into the origin. Note that GIT will not allow you to push to a branch that is currently 

checked out (git push origin). Given the way the branching structure is defined here, the “origin” relative to a 
developer's sandbox is that developer's branch on SUGARDEV.

7. Go to SUGARDEV and checkout your branch (git checkout <name_of_branch>)
8. Test in SUGARDEV
9. Merge your branch into the Master repository on SUGARDEV (git merge <name_of_branch_to_merge>). (*Note: At 

RHF, we reserve this step for our in-house developers. Outside developers and partners test in their own branches and notify 
RHF when their tests are successful. Then, RHF is responsible for all merging into the main SUGARDEV repository, resolving 
merge any merge conflicts and pushing changes from there further up the lifecycle.)



What Why

6 Deploy to Production Once changes are tested in Development, how do they get 
deployed?

How:

Since the Master repository on SUGARDEV is just a clone of the original repository on Production, a simple git push will do the 
job. However, there are a few things to bear in mind:

GIT will not push (which is a form of a merge) changes to a branch that is currently checked out. This is intentional, as the 
currently checked out branch controls the working directory and GIT assumes that other developers may be working in any 
checked out branch. Allowing a merge to overwrite files in the working directory could therefore leave it in an inconsistent 
state. So you have to be on a branch other than the one you want to push to when you perform the git push operation. This 
can be a pain when your branching structure is set up the way ours is, as it means that you must create a temporary branch 
to checkout while you do your push, then switch back to the Master. 

Since some changes in Sugar (e.g., layouts) require a Quick Repair and Rebuild to show up, you may find that you 
occasionally must run QR&RB from the Admin interface rather than relying exclusively on GIT's management of the 
filesystem. When this occurs, we check in and commit any changes that the QR&RB makes to the file system.

Though we show the SUGARQA system here in our branching diagram, we usually skip this step and go directly from 
SUGARDEV to Production in order to promote a more agile process. SUGARQA is generally only used for testing high risk 
changes such as a system upgrade.

Occasionally, we found that merging changes resulted in permissions errors. We discovered that this occurred when 
Developer A merged his changes into MASTER while logged into SUGARDEV under his own account. Then, Developer B 
would attempt a merge of her branch into MASTER at a later time and this merge attempted to modify some of the same files 
as Developer A's merge modified. This problem can be fixed by ensuring that any developers who perform merges have 
.profiles configured with a umask of 022. This ensures that user and group information associated with the files is retained. In 
a bind, it is always possible to reassign group and permissions on the Sugar document root with something like the following:

chown -R www-data.www-data httpdocs
chmod -R ug+rw httpdocs



What Why

7 Account for changes to the database If Sugar limited all of its changes to the filesystem and never altered 
the DB except via a Quick Repair and Rebuild, then the preceding 
steps would be all that was needed to bring Sugar under version 
control. But because many changes do impact the database, we 
needed a system for accounting for those as well.

How:

First, I'll point out that, wherever possible, we try to avoid making changes that will be reflected in the database but no where else. 
We do this by minimizing our use of Studio. If we can make Studio-level changes by modifying the filesystem in a way that will cause 
QR&RB to reconcile our database with the filesystem, this is the ideal scenario. That way all changes are managed by version 
control alone. However, there are just some cases where accounting for changes to the database is necessary. For situations like 
these, we require all developers to log changes and store them in a file that can be piped up through the lifecycle. 

Logging and Commiting a Database Change:

1. Enable logging in mysql/postgresql or whatever database you are using. 
2. Here is an awesomely scary regex we use for filtering down log entries in MySQL to only those we care about: 

tail -f mysql.log | grep -E '[[:space:]]+[[:digit:]]+[[:space:]]Query' | grep -ivE 
'Query([[:space:]])+(/\*.*\*/)?(select|set|show|commit|rollback|use)' | grep -ivE 'Query(.+?)SELECT' 
| grep -ivE 'Query(.+?)(INSERT INTO tracker)' | grep -ivE 'Query(.+?)(DELETE FROM tracker)' | grep 
-ivE 'Query(.+?)(UPDATE tracker_sessions)' | grep -ivE 'Query(.+?)(UPDATE user_preferences)' | grep 
-ivE 'Query(.+?)(DESCRIBE)' | grep -ivE 'Query(.+?)(INSERT into relationships)'

3. When all changes have been tested in the sandbox environment and deemed working, add the queries that ran with your 
change to a central query log on the Development server (SUGARDEV).

4. Commit those queries to the relevant SUGARDEV database by piping them back into MySQL. (mysql -u username 
--password=password <databasename> < /path/to/query_log)

5. Do the same for each “hop” on the way up to Production.

It goes without saying that we'd love an easier way to take care of this step. 

Having used some version of this process for approximately a year now, we at the Robin Hood Foundation will be the first to tell you 
that it ain't perfect. But it  has introduced a much greater degree of stability into our environment than we had before, while allowing 
us to continue to freely customize and improve Sugar for the benefit of our organization. We'd love to hear from you if you have 



embarked on a similar project and have suggestions on how we can improve. And we hope that our work will be of some benefit to 
those of you thinking about going down this road. 
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